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introduction

• My talk this afternoon is about making
worlds more REAL
• The games industry has for decades
been pushing in the direction of realism
• The theory is that the more REAL a game
world sEems, the more iMmersive it
will be
– Players love immersion!

• I’m going to follow this argument
through and sEe where it leads

The basics

• The only thing that you can be sure
exists is you
– Cogito, ergo sum and all that

• an array of senses presents you with a
stream of inputs
• These inputs suggest the existence of an
objective reality in which you exist
• You construct and continually update a
model of this reality in your mind
– using what your senses and reason say

• This is what reality is to you

Other worlds

• The world in your head usually reflects
reality, but it doesn’t have to do so
• It’s built in your imagination
• You can use it predictively
– “Where will this ball go?”

• You can use it reflectively
– “Why didn’t that work?”

• You can use it creatively
– “can I imagine a colour I can’t see?”

• You can deploy it on

worlds

paracosms

• People have long created worlds in their
imagination
– Aristophenes, more, swift, carroll, Abbott,
wright, Tolkien, most children, …

• such worlds are called paracosms
• They were originally described using
words or drama or images
• Based on these descriptions, people could
imagine the worlds in their own minds
• They could visit them, too, because their
minds also modelled the worlds’ physics

solo

• Only you can visit the world maintained
in your imagination
• Others can visit it with you if you tell
them how to update their models of it
– This is how D&D does it

• This kind of world is subjective
• It requires powerful imaginations
– To create and to describe the world
– To reconstruct/update the world from cues

• Not everyone has a powerful imagination

One drop

• Let’s add a drop of reality
• Let’s make the world objective by
having a computer simulate its physics
– The computer provides the sensory inputs

• The world in your head is always
subjective, but now there’s a single
objective world others can share
• Moreover, the world can persist when
you stop playing
– This makes it a sub-reality

• I co-wrote the first such world, MUD

mud

• Mud, Roy trubshaw & richard bartle, 1978
Narrow road between lands.
You are stood on a narrow road between The Land and whence you came.
To the north and south are the small foothills of a pair of majestic
mountains, with a large wall running round. To the west the road
continues, where in the distance you can see a thatched cottage
opposite an ancient cemetery. The way out is to the east, where a
shroud of mist covers the secret pass by which you entered The
Land. It is raining.
*w
Narrow road.
You are on a narrow east-west road with a forest to the north and
gorse scrub to the south. It is raining. A splendid necklace lies
on the ground.
*

• This is a mock-up of what the screen
looked like, because in 1978 we had no
scrEens...

Picture this

• Mud used words to describe its world
• Word worlds stiLl require those who
visit them to have a powerful imagination
• Thanks to millions of years of evolution,
The human brain has a visual cortex
• It can interpret images as objects
amazingly fast
• Let’s add a second drop of reality
• If we add pictures, we can lesSen the
imaginative load

Early

• Early images were static or 2d
• Gemstone iii, david whatley, 1989

Side 2d

• habitat, randy farmer & chip morningstar,
1985

Top-down 2d

• Neverwinter nights, don daglow, 1991

•

Kingdom of drakkar,
brad lineberger, 1992

2.5D, 3D

• Modern mmorpgs use 3D (or 2½D)
• Meridian 59, mike sellers & damion
schubert, 1996

Sound advice

• The brain has to expend less eFfort
interpreting words as senses if we
provide sensory information directly
• So, let’s add sound, too
• Co-ordinating sound so it supports
the graphics enhances believability
• What to do about coMmunication?
• Well, today’s mmos still use text
• The players, however, use discord
• This is extradiegetic!

Problem?

• If you add real-world spEech with realworld voices, you’re introducing
reality into the mmo
• You’re not simulating a reality, You’re
putting reality in the simulation
• Now players have to wiLl themselves to
believe that the female night elf they seE
speaks like the male trucker they hear
– Adding back cognitive load

• Let’s help by making the world seem even
more real

3D

• 3D worlds on a flat 2D screen loOk 2D
• We can make them stereoscopic 3D
fairly easily
– 3D hdmi has been a standard since 2010

• We have indeed done this
• there’s been very little take-up, though
• Players can’t be bothered to wear 3D
glasSes for the minor gains they get
– Plus they hate stuff coming out of the screen
at them…

• So how about vr then?

vr

• Vr hijacks the visual senses
• The player only sees the virtual world
• head movement is co-ordinated with vision
to increase verisimilitude
• So strong is the effect that playerS haVE
to use willpower if they don’t want to
believe it
• Take-up is low, though, even among people
who have tried vr and liked it
– It’s fine for short experiences, but
apparently not for 2-4 hours every night

AR

• Augmented reality ADDS MORE REALITY BY
USING ACTUAL REALITY AS PART OF ITS
SCREeN
• THIS HAS FEWER UNPLEASANT SIDE-EFFECTS
THAN vr, BUT REAL LIFE INTRUDES MORE
• YOU’RE NO LONGER IN A SPACE SEPARATE
FROM REALITY, YOU’RE IN A REAL SPACE
– WHICH IS LIMITED AND CAN CONTAIN RAIN

• IT’LL BE GREAT IN LARP-STYLE CONTROLLED
ENVIRONMENTS
• NOT SO GOOD FOR SUB-CREATED WORLDS

FLOTATION TANKS

• VR’S LONG-TERM PROBLEM IS THAT YOU
HAVE TO MOVE IN THE REAL WORLD TO MOVE
IN THE VIRTUAL WORLD
• REALITY’S PHYSICS ARE USED ALONGSIDE
THE PHYSICS OF THE GAME WORLD
– HENCE, MOTION SICKNESS

• WHAT WE nEeD TO DO IS TO HIJACK ALl THE
SENSES LIKE WE DID VISION AND HEARING
• FLOTATION TANKS COULD DO MOST OF THIS
– HEAT, SKIN PRESSURE, PERHAPS BALANCE

• THEY ONLY HELP INPUT TO THE PLAYER, THOUGH

OUTPUT

• VR CONTROLLERS SUCK
– MORE SO, LYING IN A FLOTATION TANK

• TO ADD ANOTHER DROP OF REALITY, WE HAVE TO
FIND A WAY TO HAVE OUTPUT FROM THE
PLAYER FEEL REAL TO THE PLAYER
• LET’S SKIP FORWARD TO A Cyberpunk FUTURE
• PEOPLE HAVE NEURAL IMPLANTS AND CAN
JACK INTO A SIMULATED WORLD
• IF WE INTERCEPT THEIR SENSES AND
MOTOR FUNCTIONS, WE CONTROL THEIR
OBJECTIVE REALITY

SO..?

• WELL WE DO, YES, BUT SO WHAT?
• WE’RE EFFECTIVELY REPLACING REALITY WITH
A DIFFERENT, (HOPEFULLY) SUPERIOR REALITY
• WHAT WOULD PLAYERS DO IN SUCH A WORLD?
• WELL, THEY’D SEEK TO ESCAPE IT
• YOU NEED NO IMAGINATION TO BE IN THIS
WORLD, BUT PLAYERS HAVE IMAGINATION
• THE WORLD TALKS TO THE SENSES, BUT
NOT TO THE IMAGINATION
– UNLESS YOU’RE THE WORLD’S DESIGNER

EXPERIENCE POINTERS

• THE MORE YOU TRY TO MAKE AN
WORLD REAL, THE REALER IT BECOMES
• THE REALER IT BECOMES, THE LESS
IMAGINATION IT REQUIRES TO SUSTAIN IT
• THE LESS IMAGINATION REQUIRED TO SUSTAIN
IT, THE MORE THE WORLD BECOMES
EXPERIENTIAL
– YOU GO THERE FOR AN EXPERIENCE

• THIS IS FINE! WELL-DESIGNED EXPERIENCES ARE
THRILLING, EXCITING, EXHILERATING FUN!
– THEY’RE SHORT, THOUGH

IMMERSION

• IF YOU RIDE A ROLLERCOASTER 14 TIMES IN A
ROW, IT STOPS BEING AN EXPERIENCE
– BELIEVE ME, I’VE DONE IT

• “BUT PLAYERS LIKE BEING IMMERSED!”
• THAT’S TRUE, BUT NOT IN A WORLD
– THEY’RE ALREADY IMMERSED IN ONE – REALITY!

• THEY LIKE BEING IMMERSED IN THEIR
CHARACTER
• THEY WANT TO FEEL THAT THEY AND THEIR
PRETEND SELF ARE THE SAME PERSON

DROPS

• PLAYERS VISIT WORLDS TO BE SOMEONE ELSE SO
THEY CAN BECOME THEMSELVES
• THE WORLD MUST DIfFER FROM REALITY SO
THEY CAN DIFFER FROM THE PERSON THEY’RE
STUCK AS IN REALITY
• DROPS OF REALITY HAVE TO BE ADdED SO THE
PRETEND WORLD FEELS AS IF IT’S REAL
• ADDING TOO MANY MAKES IT REAL, THOUGH
• IF IT’S REAL, IT’S NO LONGER PRETEND
• YOU CAN’T BE FREE TO BE SOMEONE ELSE IF
YOU’RE STUCK AS YOU

Graph!

• This is what it looks like for most people

• Shift vertical lines right the more
imagination you have

Slow & steady

• When people use vr they align their inwoRLd character with their realWOrlD self because it feels tOo real
• This may be overcome in time
• film used to be frighteningly real,
but people got used to it
• As vr becomes widespread, people will
also get used to that
• when they see it as an interface rather
than a technology, it should thrive
– I’m sure it’s “only 10 years away”

conclusion

• The quest to create ever-more-real
worlds is no longer delivering
• Players are happy with what they have
– Realistic, yes! Real, no

• They’re playing to be someone other
than their real-world self
– The RP in RPG

• If the world feels toO real, they’ll align
with their real-world self
• Time may help
– Imagination will always help!

